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Book Reviews 	• 

In mid-1966, the National Commission on Food Marketing issued 10 
technical studies and 12 supplements prepared by its staff or under con-
tract. These releases followed the earlier publication of the Commission 
report entitled Food from Farmer to Consumer (discussed in the October 
1966 issue of this journal). Because the technical studies provide the 
largest single body of available information on the U.S. food marketing 
system, they are reviewed in their entirety here. Copies of individual 
technical studies are for sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, at the prices indi-
cated below. There are no sale copies of the supplements; requests for 
these should be sent to the Office of Information, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250. 

Organization and Competition in the Livestock 
and Meat Industry. Technical Study No. 1. 
189 pages. 1966. $0.55. 

T HIS STUDY, with its four supplements and 
statistical appendix, provides a concise 

description of industry structure. The analysis 
is conducted under the Bainsian framework. 
Students of the livestock-meat economy will 
find this report useful as a descriptive back-
ground, as a source of new data, and as a 
stimulus for new inquiry. 

Much of the analysis is based on responses 
to rather lengthy mail questionnaires sent to 
370 meatpackers and processors and many more 
cattle feeders. Usable questionnaires returned 
by meat packers and processors cover 65 per-
cent of beef and veal production, 75 percent of 
commercial pork production, and 79 percent of 
commercial lamb production. While no popula-
tion list on cattle feeders was available, the 851 
usable returns cover 88 percent of cattle that 
were fed in feedlots with capacities of 1,000 
head or more in the 15 States studied. Also, 
many data were acquired from the service, 
regulatory, statistical, and market research 
agencies of the Department of Agriculture. The 
supplements provide an excellent review of 
economies-of-scale studies and efficiency anal-
yses. A minimum of data is presented in the 
main body of the report. However, almost all  

data collected from the questionnaires are sum-
marized in the statistical appendix by both type 
of operation and size of firm. 

Supplement No. 1, "Structure and Conduct of 
the Commercial Cattle Feeding Industry," pro-
vides a fairly complete description of structural 
change in this segment of the industry. Surve 
data are compared with reports made to 
Packers and Stockyards Division, Consumer 
and Marketing Service. A detailed analysis of 
vertical market structure is made for Colorado 
and California. Current issues are well docu-
mented; future issues are defined. 

Time prevented exhaustive analyses of the 
data collected. The three main areas of inquiry 
are earnings and concentration ratios, selling 
arrangements, and price spreads. Among other 
things, these analyses confirm the industry's 
reports of a rather low profit position in post-
war years; however, firms with new plants of 
moderate size appear to be faring well. 

Comparison of sales by product line to "most 
important" and "top 5" customers with total 
sales provides a simple but useful analysis of 
the forces behind the bargaining power contro-
versy. The tabulation of formula pricing versus 
other methods of price determination points out 
the need for new research in pricing efficiency. 

Concentration ratios are calculated in terms 
of both value added and pounds of meat pro-
duced. In terms of value added, this statistic 
shows a decline of 10 to 14 percentage points 
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for the top 4, top 8, and top 20 meatpackers. 

43 
 ading meat processing firms have maintained 
ut the same share of the market since 1954. 

In terms of volume, the top 4 firms have lost 
some of their market share, while firms ranking 
5-8 have increased their share of the market 
s lightly. 

Retail prices collected by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS) have long been suspect because 
of their inadequate coverage of weekend specials. 
An excellent case study of seven large food 
chains in the Washington, D.C., area measures 
the effect of the omission of weekend specials 
from BLS price statistics in the light of the 
volume retailed at special prices. 

The effect of including weekend specials in the 
Washington area on the wholesale-retail price 
spread is calculated in both absolute and per-
centage terms. Margins based on accounting 
data covering the total operations of three large 
chains support the findings of the sample data--
current BLS practices of collecting retail meat 
prices at midweek result in an overstatement 
of the wholesale-retail price spread. During the 
6-month period under study in 1965, the whole-
sale-retail price spread for beef was over-
stated about 8 cents per pound in the Washington 

ea when conventional BLS procedures were 
ployed. 

The Commission also investigated the time 
lag between price changes at the farm-wholesale 
and retail levels. Regression analyses were 
employed, using first differences of data for the 
1962-65 period. Serial correlation still pre-
sented a problem in some instances. The equa-
tions indicate rather immediate price response 
between farm and wholesale levels, but retail 
prices are affected by wholesale prices of the 
4 previous weeks. 

Several time series are updated. Market 
channels are identified through 1964, and for-
eign trade in meat is traced through 1965. Other 
pertinent data in the report show numbers of 
cattle and lambs fed by packers in the sample 
and acquisitions and disposals of plants by 
large meatpacking firms. 

Some of the conclusions and predictions of 
the final chapter are neither supported nor 
refuted by the data or analyses. The link be-
tween structure, conduct, and performance is 
not forged--a weakness of many structural 
analyses using Bain's model. If these conclu- 

sions are treated as hypotheses, they establish 
a basis for research over the next decade. 

Richard J. Crom 

Organization and Competition in the Poultry and 
Egg Industries. Technical Study No. 2. 
118 pages. 1966. $0.40. 

AMONG AGRICULTURAL industries none 
changed so profoundly in the two decades 

following World War II as those of poultry and 
eggs." This opening sentence in the report sets 
the stage for the dramatic story of the poultry 
and egg industries as they changed in technology, 
organization, and location. 

The report is primarily concerned with de-
scribing and documenting changes and, in some 
instances, with analyzing the consequences of 
these changes. The report is well written and 
brings together previously known information 
and new material that was secured by the Com-
mission. 

Much of the material on margins came from 
publications and specially prepared materials 
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Back-
ground material included studies of costs and 
economies of scale by universities and colleges 
and by the Department. Data on concentration 
came from the Bureau of the Census and other 
Government agencies. 

New information on earning rates, sources of 
supply for processors, acquisitions and 
mergers, money spent on advertising, and new 
product development was secured by the Com-
mission's special survey. Usable returns were 
obtained from 50 specialized chicken processors 
and 38 other firms that, in addition to other 
activities, processed or distributed poultry. 
Together, sales of these respondents covered 
70 percent of Federally inspected slaughter. 
Fifty-nine firms, accounting for 62 percent of 
Federally inspected turkeys, returned question-
naires. Usable responses from 80 egg handlers 
accounted for 18 percent of commercial egg 
production. No attempt was made to expand 
these to the population. The high proportion of 
chickens and turkeys handled by reporting firms 
suggests that the data reflect general charac-
teristics of the population. Returns from egg • 	 21 



handlers reflect mainly the characteristics of 
the larger farms. 

The report is primarily descriptive. Analysis 
of industry structure is in terms of size of 
firms and share of market. Concentration ratios 
are used as the primary measure of competition 
in the industries. A Markov chain process based 
on transition probabilities is used as a technique 
for projecting changes that would take place in 
number and size of Federally inspected chicken 
and turkey processing plants. These projections 
imply that by 1972, 31 firms would be slaughter-
ing 70 percent of the young chickens and 27 
firms 70 percent of the turkeys, down consider-
ably from the 55 firms for chickens and 35 
firms for turkeys in 1964. 

The report does not come to grips with the 
problem of performance in the poultry and egg 
industries. While time limited the scope and 
depth of the study, the magnitude of the changes 
in the broiler industry would have permitted 
some tentative conclusions about its perform-
ance. For example, how well have contract 
broiler growers fared? What sources of un-
certainty have been reduced and how has this 
affected grower returns? Contracting is emerg-
ing in turkeys and eggs as well as in other 
agricultural industries. 

In discussing the bargaining relationships 
between chicken and turkey processors and re-
tailers, the report focuses on factors such as 
location of buyers and sellers and perishability 
of the product, rather than on size. This ap-
proach would have been helpful in other sections 
of the report. 

The detailed information on earning rates, as 
well as other materials in the Supplemental 
Appendix to Technical Study No. 1 and Tech-
nical Study No. 2, are good starting points for 
further research. 

The section of the report devoted to trends 
and prospects shows that with continued tech-
nical change the poultry industries will take on 
more characteristics of nonagricultural indus-
try. The motivation for firms to grow by acqui-
sition will probably be accelerated and concen-
tration will increase through further mergers. 

Although the report accomplishes the very 
difficult task of presenting a concise and in-
formative study of the many facets of the poultry 
and egg industries, it is regrettable that time 
limitations prevented a more exhaustive ex- 

ploration of certain avenues uncovered by the 
new information. 

William W. Gallimore 

Organization and Competition in the Dairy In-
dustry. Technical Study No. 3. 
409 pages. 1966. $1.25. 

A DYNAMIC VIEW OF marketing milk and 
milk products is presented in this study. 

Following a general discussion, 10 chapters 
cover fluid milk marketing. Manufacturing milk 
and derived products are considered under each 
of five product groups. Each section is effec-
tively summarized by a brief outlook in which 
the authors project their findings and impres-
sions. 

Bargaining relationships are emphasized in 
discussing specialization, diversification, in-
tegration, private labels, mergers, regulations, 
transactions between various participants, 
product differentiation, cooperatives, prices, 
margins, and profits. Special note is given to 
the competitive situation existing when one or 
a few buyers take a very high percentage o 
given firm's output. Size disparities amo 
competitors and between different stages in the 
market are given repeated emphasis. 

Economists and sociologists who decry the 
evils of advertising should find the sections on 
product differentiation, private labeling, trans-
actions between processors and retailers, trade 
practices, product development, and advertising 
most interesting. The reasons for using such 
practices are reported with greater objectivity 
than is found in most discussions of the subject. 

The authors recognize that the general func-
tion of a market system is to provide con-
sumers with the final product while at the same 
time each decision-making unit is seeking to 
enhance certain of its interests. These individual 
participants are pursuing quite varied objec-
tives. Their responses to competitive challenge 
and changing market conditions are extremely 
varied. Limiting the competitive response places 
some firms in an advantageous position at the 
expense of others. 

The study deals with the inadvisability of 
legislation or regulation designed to maintain 
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the status quo, to force uniform change, or to 
uly restrict competitive strategies. Rela- 
ships between sectors of the market are not 

static. Growth and development proceed at an 
uneven pace, with first one sector and then 
another enjoying a relative or competitive ad-
vantage. Conditions which result in a differential 
growth rate are pointed out. Market organiza-
tion is influenced by governmental activity of 
all types. Such activity may elevate one group 
while simultaneously exerting a negative or re-
straining influence upon others. The authors 
report favorably upon activities such as grades 
and standards, uniform health regulations, reci-
procity, and other actions by industry and Gov-
ernment which permit milk to be moved more 
freely between markets. 

Despite considerable discussion of coopera-
tives, the report seems to slight major areas 
of responsibility exercised by producer coop-
eratives. Considering its overall impact, the 
discussion of the Federal milk marketing orders 
also appears unduly brief for a report of this 
scope. 

The authors of the study are to be commended 
for their open discussion and presentation of 
facts concerning market organization and com- 

ition in the dairy industry. The strongest 
pect of the report is the liberal discussion of 

"reasons." The authors consider the motiva-
tions which bear upon decision makers at dif-
ferent levels, and do not merely list advantages 
and disadvantages of certain actions or policies. 
They recognize and present the desirable as 
well as undesirable aspects of a marketing 
system which departs from pure competition. 
In general, adequate consideration is given to 
the dynamic aspects of the several dairy mar-
kets and to conditions which foster changes in 
competitive relationships. 

Market structure is both the cause and effect 
of changes in production, demand, Government 
programs, and technology. This technical study 
succeeds in portraying structure, policy, prac-
tice, and technical change as interdependencies, 
and hence describes the relationships of struc-
ture, conduct, and performance more realisti-
cally than most past studies. However, the 
description of the parameters of these relation-
ships in quantitative measures is not very 
successful. 

Case studies of specific fluid milk markets, 
along with informal interviews with handlers, 
cooperative leaders, and regulatory officials, 
enhanced the presentation of the dynamic quali-
ties of individual firms and markets. Otherwise, 
the massing of data dealing with overall totals--
which seems to confuse the actual or potential 
market structure in any given area--would 
have destroyed much of the significance of the 
study. 

The largest dairy processors have achieved 
much of their size through merger and acquisi-
tion. Implications of further merger activity and 
of denying one portion of the industry the right 
to use this common method of growth are dis-
cussed quite ably. 

Factors contributing to differential growth 
rates and abilities to adapt to varying conditions 
are discussed throughout the report. So, too, 
are the characteristics which cause competitive 
pressures to be felt unequally by different or-
ganizations. These pressures are especially 
unequal for plants and firms of different sizes. 
These discussions definitely are recommended 
for study by both the economic theoretician and 
the practitioner, and especially by those charged 
with regulatory responsibilities. 

While the report of the technical study does 
present new data, the majority of the material 
is collated from other sources. New data are 
available from the case studies of six fluid 
milk markets, a survey of the sales outlets of 
plants making butter, powder, cheese, and 
evaporated milk, and a study of intermediate 
markets for butter, cheese, and powder. 

This reviewer appreciates the volume of 
valuable data presented in tabular form. How-
ever, some of the table headings are so incom-
plete that researchers will experience difficulty 
in establishing comparability with data from 
other sources. The methodology reflects lack 
of sufficient time for exhaustive analysis, as 
the tabular data are explained in general, in-
formal terms, with a minimum of statistical 
manipulation. 

This study could prove to be most fruitful in 
generating new research as fertile areas for 
investigation are conspicuous throughout the 
report. 

Floyd A. Lasley 
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Organization and Competition in the Fruit and 
Vegetable Industry. Technical Study No. 4. 
392 pages. 1966. $1.25. 

IN GENERAL, the report follows a conventional 
market structure presentation. A good selec-

tion of related literature and pertinent statis-
tical series were used to show trends in firm 
numbers, size, entry and exit, integration, and 
other industry characteristics. Sources for this 
information include the Bureau of the Census, 
Federal Trade Commission, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Labor, State 
agricultural experiment stations, and various 
trade sources. These data were supplemented 
and updated by a number of special studies con-
ducted by or for the Commission. Although 
varying in merit, these special studies provide 
some of the most current information available 
and, perhaps more importantly, probe some 
areas that have previously been unavailable to 
researchers. 

One of the major sections of the report is 
devoted to the fresh fruit and vegetable indus-
try. Results of a Commission study on shipping 
point markets are presented. Information was 
obtained from the list of firms contained in a 
leading trade directory. Most data were analyzed 
by nine geographic regions and by kinds of plants 
which included shippers, grower-shippers, buy-
ing brokers, selling brokers, buying-selling 
brokers, and grower-brokers. A possible flaw 
in the study is that it is based on plant rather 
than firm data. The justification is that single-
plant firms predominate in the industry and that, 
for multiplant firms, decisions are generally 
made at the plant level. Nevertheless, other 
data in the study do not seem to support an 
analysis based on plants. For example, the 
study shows that in 1965, although 78 percent of 
all shipping point firms were single units, 40 
percent of the buying brokers and 30 percent of 
the selling brokers were horizontally integrated. 
Since brokers had the largest average volume 
per plant, their impact might be considerable 
and an analysis based on firms might have pro-
duced somewhat different results. 

Wholesale terminal markets were the subject 
of another special study by the Commission. 
Unfortunately, the large number of markets, the 
diversity of firm types, and limited time pre- 

vented a quantitative analysis. Instead, informa-
tion was obtained through interviews with ma 
agement personnel in 44 terminal markilp 
throughout the country. The result is a brief 
description of the evolution of terminal markets 
into their present integrated and nonintegrated 
sectors. Because of this change, it was con-
cluded that price and other data available in 
these markets have become a less valid repre-
sentation of supply and demand conditions. 
While the conclusion is probably correct, the 
problem of quantifying remains. 

In another inquiry, three major Government 
services were evaluated--market news, grades 
and standards, and inspection. The survey in-
cluded 752 shipping point firms and 632 termi-
nal market firms. In addition to the information 
in Technical Study No. 4, complete details are 
reported in Supplement No. 2. 

The other major section of the report con-
tains five chapters devoted to various phases of 
the fruit and vegetable processing industry. 
Canning, freezing, and drying each rate a chap-
ter. Two Commission studies provide most of 
the data in these chapters. One deals primarily 
with structure and competitive positions. Mar-
ket structure researchers will undoubtedly wish 
the probe had been expanded and had yield 
more definite conclusions. The analysis, bas. 
on plants rather than firms, may limit the 
value of some information relating to competi-
tive behavior. The other study provides detailed 
cost and profit data by industries as well as for 
nine canned and eight frozen commodities. 

Overall, this report is the most comprehen-
sive and up-to-date available in the frui t and 
vegetable industry. It will undoubtedly be used 
and quoted by members of the industry for 
some time to come. 

Victor G. Edman 

Organization and Competition in the Milling and 
Baking Industries. Technical Study No. 5. 
167 pages. 1966. $0.50. 

WITH ITS 123 TABLES and approximately 
30 pages of narrative, this work could 

most accurately be considered a book of sta-
tistics rather than an analysis of the milling 
and baking industries. 
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The major sources of data are the special 

grveys. Cost and operating information was 
ained from 169 milling plants with daily 

capacities of 400 hundredweight and over, and 
from 285 wholesale bakery plants with sales in 
excess of $1 million in 1963 and 75 percent or 
more of their total production in white pan 
bread. Of 56 tables in chapter 2 and appendix A 
on milling, 49 contain primary data or mate-
rials never before made public. Of 60 tables in 
chapter 3 and appendix B on baking, 50 contain 
primary data or data never before released. 
Sources of secondary data for the other tables 
were largely the Bureau of the Census, the 
Department of Agriculture, and The North-
western Miller. 

Most of the data are in the form of cross 
tabulations by size of business, geographic re-
gion, and, in the case of wholesale bakeries, 
type of business organization. Also included are 
sales-to-assets ratios, averages, and quartile 
determinations for the milling industry, and a 
statistical analysis of the main white pan bread 
formula used by wholesale bakers. The latter 
shows the weighted and simple averages, stand-
ard deviation, and range by quantity of ingre-
dients per hundredweight of flour, price paid 

Or pound of ingredient, and costs of ingredients 
per hundredweight of bread. 

The milling industry was found to be charac-
terized by rapidly declining numbers and low 
profits. Profits after taxes as a percentage of 
sales were extremely low, 0.22 percent. Capital 
investment, after a steady upward trend, has 
leveled off since 1963. Mills with daily capaci-
ties of 5,000 to 7,499 hundredweight had the 
lowest total unit cost. Cost advantages arising 
from economies of scale appear to be asso-
ciated with the size of the milling unit rather 
than with total plant capacity. 

The baking industry was found to be charac-
terized by product proliferation, rising costs, 
capital outflow since 1961, declining profits, 
and 80 percent capacity utilization. From 1960 
to 1964, costs of selling and distribution in-
creased 1.7 percent while profits declined 27.0 
percent. Costs of manufacturing, administra-
tion, and selling and distribution favor the 
medium-size wholesale bakery. Selling and dis-
tribution expenses accounted on the average for 
about 31 percent of the wholesale bread price. 
However, these costs were about 1 cent a pound  

greater for large bakeries than for small bak-
eries and they varied considerably by type of 
distribution system. 

Walter G. Heid, Jr. 

Studies of Organization and Competition inGro-
cery Manufacturing. Technical Study No. 6. 
270 pages. 1966. $0.75. 

M UCH EXCELLENT information is con-
tained in this well-written report. How-

ever, the title is misleading. A brief look at the 
dry grocery industry, which accounts for about 
25 percent of grocery store sales, is presented. 
But the report is primarily based on detailed 
studies of the cookie and cracker industry and 
the breakfast cereal industry. 

The major sources of data for the dry grocery 
industry were published financial statements, 
trade literature, and a series of studies for the 
National Commission on Food Marketing by the 
Grocery Manufacturers of America. Personal 
interviews were conducted with some of the 
leading dry grocery manufacturers. This sec-
tion gives a good insight into the marketing 
methods in the grocery industry and contributes 
to public knowledge by synthesizing many indi-
vidual reports, some of which were not pre-
viously available, into a brief but informative 
statement. 

The results indicate that concentration in the 
grocery industry will probably continue to in-
crease. Success depends largely on a firm's 
ability to employ effectively the full range of 
marketing techniques. Small firms will find it 
increasingly difficult to meet the rising capital 
requirements. One result in the nonprice com-
petition presently evolving probably will be 
even more restrictive conditions of entry. Also, 
continued product innovation and market frag-
mentation may make private branding less 
attractive to retailers. 

Data for the cookie and cracker industry and 
breakfast cereal industry were obtained from 
industry mail questionnaires; personal inter-
views with the major and selected small manu-
facturing firms, food brokers, wholesale dis-
tributors, and retailers; special tabulations by 
the Bureau of the Census and the Federal Trade • 	 25 



Commission; material submitted by the Grocery 
Manufacturers of America and the Cereal In-
stitutes; and published literature. 

The analyses of these two industries give the 
reader an excellent opportunity to study two 
distinctly different marketing approaches and 
their effect on each segment of the marketing 
system. The breakfast cereal industry, with 
four firms accounting for 85 percent of the 
market, is characterized by product innovation, 
extensive product development and market test-
ing, large promotional expenditures, and a 
highly developed sales and distribution system. 
The cookie and cracker industry, where the 
four largest companies account for 62 percent 
of sales, has just the opposite characteristics. 
However, profits in both industries are above 
the average for all food manufacturers. 

Although the report is based primarily on 
only two segments of the grocery industry, the 
analysis makes it possible to evaluate the other 
segments with minimal additional information. 
Masses of detailed information are presented 
and pertinent relationships are noted and de-
veloped. 

This study provides much new data and some 
basis for delineating problem areas and devel-
oping means of suggested improvements. How-
ever, information gaps such as those in the 
bread distribution data must be filled before a 
conclusive industry analysis can be conducted. 

Amos D. Jones 

Organization and C onyetitioninF ood Retailing. 
Technical Study ^ti o. 7. 
568 pages. 1966. $1.50. 

PART I DOCUMENTS the food retailing in-
dustry's patterns of growth (including hori-

zontal, vertical, and conglomerate integration), 
extent of market concentration, and profit his-
tory. It also identifies trends in kinds of avail-
able store services and merchandising prac-
tices, and explores the extent and sources for 
obtaining economies of scale. Part II contains 
a reprint of a contract study conducted by the 
Federal Trade Commission. Topics treated in-
clude conglomerate competitive strategies, 
trading stamps, and predictions of future struc-
tural developments. 

Time and monetary constraints forced the 
Commission staff to stress aggregation pro  
analysis of available data. Thus, while Re 
No. 7, has 298 tables (excluding supplements), 
more than half of them contain data previously 
available. However, many of these tables are 
presented in a different format or context. 

Sources of public information used in the 
report include the Bureau of the Census, the 
Federal Trade Commission's Economic Inquiry 
into Food Marketing, Progressive Grocer, Food 
Field Reporter, Moody's, and others. 

New data came from special studies con-
ducted by the Commission staff, or on behalf of 
the Commission by other agencies or organiza-
tions. The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the 
Federal Trade Commission contributed exten-
sively to Report No. 7. The Supermarket Insti-
tute also contributed new data from its Figure 
Exchange time series. 

Part I contains 193 tables, 87 of which have 
data previously unavailable to the public. Most 
of these tables report price or price index in-
formation, data relating to the impact of ac-
quisitions in market structure, private label 
merchandising, economies of scale, profits, 
price levels, market shares, margins, and 
changes in costs of retailing. 

Part II presents 48 tables. Twenty-four pr -
vide data new to most economists as they came 
from FTC dockets and special studies. These 
tables show market share ratios, profits, mar-
gins, retail store locations, selling prices, 
invoice costs, and information relating to use 
of trading stamps. Tables in the appendix sup-
plement text tables. 

Much of this report is descriptive. Time 
series picture the dynamics of structural change. 
However, the primary analytical thrust con-
cerns five questions: (1) What are the growth 
patterns of retail stores in local markets? 
(2) Are there substantial economies of scale in 
food retailing? (3) Does market share affect 
pricing practices and retail margins? (4) Does 
type of firm affect price levels? (5) Do stores 
of the same company price higher in low-income 
areas than in high-income areas? 

Patterns of growth are handled with a mobility 
index which shows the percentage of total possi-
ble transitions from one size category to another 
which actually took place. In turn, this net growth 
change is broken into growth and decline indices, 
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which show growth and decline as percentages 

total possible transitions. 
he report compares economies of scale and 

store utilization. A regression model was 
adopted to identify effects of variations in utili-
zation and size of facilities upon average total 
unit cost. This model stated that average cost 
(in cents per dollar of sales) is some function 
of square feet of selling area, sales per week 
per square foot of selling area, wage rates per 
hour, and degrees of store utilization. A helpful 
discussion of this model is presented in the 
appendix (page 493). Tests show that there is 
surprisingly little intercorrelation between the 
first two explanatory variables. 

Certain stores were omitted from the anal-
ysis: those which were over 10 years of age, 
those which did not operate over 12 months, 
and those which maintained an unusual balance 
between departments. The report fails to iden-
tify the distribution of store sizes included. 
The fact that all stores are less than 10 years 
old suggests the size distribution may cluster 
in the middle-size categories. If there is frag-
mentary representation of stores having 4,000 
square feet or less, and 16,000 square feet 
r more, this may partially explain the flatter 

rage total cost slope found for store size 
t an for store utilization. 

Results of the Commission's store and mar-
ket comparisons of operations of large chains 
and those reported by FTC in its analysis in 
the National Tea Case present conflicting evi-
dence. In the National Tea Case, 96 percent of 
the variance associated with net taxable income 
was accounted for solely by the company's 
local market share. The Commission's study, 
however, concluded that "in general, the higher 
market shares were associated with lower ex-
penses, higher customer purchase, higher sales 
per store, and per square foot of sales area, 
lower inventory shrinkage and greater net 
profit." The report makes no formal effort to 
explain this conflict of evidence. Thus, further 
quantitative work appears appropriate. 

The BLS study of pricing by stores of the 
same company in areas of low and high incomes 
showed no significant differences between areas. 
It may be argued that the small sample size 
(18 items) is too fragmentary for the purpose 
of the study. However, an earlier study con-
ducted by the Department of Agriculture in  

different communities (which included over 400 
items) found analogous results. 

Despite its limited time and budget, the Com-
mission staff aggregated an amazing quantity of 
relevant data. More important, their analyses 
provide additional insights into the many com-
plex questions confronting the industry. Never-
theless, in spite of the staff's efforts and suc-
cess, there is little gain in additional consensus 
with respect to one of the key questions used 
to justify the creation of the Commission: Have 
the changes in structure of the food merchan-
dising industry resulted in business practices 
(particularly pricing) which discriminate against 
the persons buying from and selling to members 
of this industry? 

Paul E. Nelson 

The Structure of Food ,Itanufacturing. Technical 
Study No. 8. 
292 pages. 1966. $1. 

THIS REPORT, prepared under contract with 
	 the Federal Trade Commission, was pub- 

lished (belatedly) without review by the Food 
Commission. The only assurance given by the 
Food Commission was that the data were a 
significant addition to information about the food 
industry. 

The essential aims, concepts, and methods 
are Bainsian. The report takes official SIC 
product and industry classes as the units of 
inquiry. Shares of leading firms--typically in 
groups of 4, 8, 20, 50, 100, 200--in sales, value 
added, value added less payrolls, employment, 
advertising, assets, and profits are presented 
for selected postwar years. Conglomerate tend-
encies are measured. Product differentiation, 
mergers, market conduct, and profit rates are 
examined in separate chapters. Census data for 
1963 are given for the first time together with 
some tabulations. Other standard secondary 
sources (IRS Sourcebook, Moody's Industrials, 
SEC-FTC Quarterly Financial Reports) and 
materials from past concentration studies, FTC 
records, and trade and academic journals, are 
the grist for the approximately 150 tables and 
figures, and for the descriptive text. 

The major findings are a pronounced increase 
in concentration, a blunting of competition, and 
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an increase in monopoly profits. ("About 60 
percent of food industry value added is in in-
dustries in which the profit analysis of Chapter 
VI shows substantial monopoly profits," p. 59.) 
Examination of data on plant scale economies 
from published studies leads to the conclusion 
that "economies of scale (except for advertising 
and promotion activities) are generally insig-
nificant in the food manufacturing industries" 
(p. 104). Thus postwar concentration in food 
manufacturing is deemed to be unjustified on 
efficiency grounds. Disappointingly, no exami-
nation is made of other aspects of efficiency 
that have been discussed by E. A. G. Robinson, 
Henry Simon, Edith Penrose, Harvey Leiben-
stein, and others. 

Analyses in the study show that the main 
causes of concentration were mergers and ac-
quisitions. After an acquisition, the advertising 
outlays for the new products are substantially 
increased, an action which tends to further 
seal off competition. Had no mergers occurred 
within the 50 leading food manufacturing firms 
between 1950 and 1965, their combined share of 
industry assets would have decline instead of 
increased--assuming no stepup of internal 
growth (p. 120) had occurred (underscoring sup-
plied). 

The last chapter develops a special index of 
concentration for each of 85 leading firms (re-
flecting each firm's participation as one of the 
top 4 firms in different product lines in the 
1950's). These single-valued measures of com-
pany concentration were classified into five 
classes and the average profit rates on net 
worth (for 1949-51) were computed for each. 
The conclusion is that "four-firm concentration 
in the immediate range of 50 percent appears 
to be a critical degree above which profits are 
significantly higher and below which they are 
significantly lower," (p. 205). Assuming the 
authors' assertion that concentration cannot be 
justified on efficiency grounds is correct there 
is an implication here for antitrust action. 
However, none is argued. 

Of particular value is the collation of many 
scattered data in one volume, presentation of 
new data and new classifications, and much 
detail in the text and footnotes. The quality of 
the report is uneven, but this is to be expected 
in a major work carried out under forced draft. 
Perhaps the chief weaknesses of the study are  

the limitations of the "structuralist" methods. 
These include the failure to specify, in sat'
factory economic terms, the relevant mar 
boundaries for measuring concentration; the 
lack of appreciation of the internal organization 
and functioning of the large firm; the ignoring 
of the problem of mobilizing capital under un-
certainties; and the lack of recognition of the 
powerful dynamic processes that are part and 
parcel of the continual enlargement of a market 
economy. This lack of recognition may well 
make the issues discussed in the report sub-
sidiary to other phenomena and largely un-
resolvable in the conceptual framework used. 
On the other hand, the problems to which the 
structuralists address themselves are genuine 
and should not be written off simply because the 
world is too complex to be handled in their 
models. 

Allen B. Paul 

Cost Components of Farm-Retail Price Spreads 
for Foods. Technical Study No. 9. 
55 pages. 1966. $0.25. 

• 
HE SMALLEST OF THE 10 technical studies T  
presents detailed information on farm-

retail price spreads and component costs and 
profits for leading farm foods in 1964. It briefly 
discusses computational methods, problems, and 
adequacies of the market basket statistics pub-
lished by the Department of Agriculture. The 
report brings together data from many sources 
and explains methodology used to provide esti-
mates of marketing costs which generally have 
been unavailable in such detail, i.e., by prod-
ucts, agencies, and cost and profit components. 

Detailed breakdowns of costs and profits which 
comprise the farm-retail spreads are presented 
for 21 individual food items. The margin for 
each marketing function--retailing, wholesaling, 
processing, etc.--is broken down into component 
parts such as labor, supplies, buildings and 
equipment, and advertising. For example, it 
cost 21.4 cents to manufacture and distribute 
butter which retailed for an average of 74.4 
cents a pound in 1964. Labor costs including 
fringe benefits accounted for 31 percent of the 
farm-retail spread for butter; buildings and 
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equipment for 19 percent; containers and sup-
. 'es, other expenses, and profits before taxes 

h accounted for 11 percent; advertising and 
promotion for 10 percent; and cartage, vehicles, 
and other transportation expenses for 7 per-
cent. These cost breakdowns now provide infor-
mation at the national level that heretofore was 
available only on isolated bases. 

The Commission also presents a breakdown 
of the instore gross margin for supermarkets 
into cost components--labor, store supplies, 
buildings and equipment, advertising and pro-
motion, other expenses, and profits before taxes. 
A similar breakdown is shown for six major 
supermarket departments. The Commission 
used two methods (though not independent) to 
distribute costs and profits to product groups. 

In one method, costs were estimated for each 
department and profits for each were residual. 
Thus, profits were high for some departments 
and low for others, while a loss was estimated 
for meat. In the second method, it was assumed 
that stores maximize total profits and neglect 
individual department profits, in a sort of 
multiple-price system for food sales. Here all 
departments received the same percentage of 
profits and advertising expenditures. The re- 

ining  costs in each department were allocated 
various cost components on the basis of the 

percentage distributions estimated in the first 
method. Data from selected sources were used 
to estimate particular expenses in individual 
departments. 

The Commission found that retail prices 
collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
used by the Department of Agriculture for com-
puting market basket statistics did not adequately 
reflect weekend price specials offered by re-
tailers for meats. The report states that in 1964 
the USDA farm-retail spreads were overstated 
for Choice beef, Choice lamb, pork, veal, frying 
chickens, and turkeys. Revisions in retail prices 
and spreads to allow fully for specials increased 
the farmer's share of the consumer's dollar 
spent for farm foods from 36.7 to 37.7 cents. 

The report points out that the effect of these 
revisions on aggregate food costs and spreads 
is relatively minor. Therefore, corrections 
were not large enough either to modify the 
conclusion that the farmer's share has declined 
substantially since 1947 or to appreciably alter 
the upward trends in the retail cost of the  

market basket and farm-retail spreads. The 
specific finding that the USDA farm-retail 
spreads are overstated to the extent indicated 
should be considered tentative since limited 
data were used in making the adjustments (e.g., 
for red meat, data from seven chains in Wash-
ington, D.C.). The problem deserves additional 
study. 

The Commission concluded that it is not 
possible to judge whether the price spread for 
a particular product is economically justified 
merely by observing the amount of the spread. 
Further, it pointed out that breaking down price 
spreads into component costs and profits is, at 
most, a small step toward appraising them. It 
was concluded that "price spreads can be used 
as a starting point for evaluating the food in-
dustry's performance if these questions are 
asked: (a) Are the functions for which market-
ing costs are incurred necessary ones? (b) Are 
the functions efficiently performed? (c) Are 
profits reasonable? If the answer in each case 
is 'yes' then the price spread is justified. The 
questions can be answered only by detailed 
examination of the industry." 

The report emphasizes that the Commission's 
estimates of cost and profit components of the 
farm-retail spreads for individual food products 
and for food product groups were in many in-
stances based on relatively crude data. How-
ever, these estimates make a meaningful con-
tribution toward appraising farm-retail spreads 
and should provide a valuable benchmark for 
future research. 

Henry Badger 

Special Studies in Food Marketing. Technical 
Study 'V o. 10. 
229 pages. 1966. $0.65. 

UNLIKE THE OTHER nine studies, this report 
concerns three different subjects. 

The first paper, by far the most important 
as a source of market intelligence for con-
sumers, presents a study of the character and 
importance of private labeling in the food in-
dustry. The primary subject of the study is the 
degree and nature of competition between manu-
facturers' brands and retailers' or private 
brands. It is presented by examining the extent • 	 29 



of private labeling, comparing the retail prices 
and profitability of the two main types of brands, 
and studying consumer attitudes toward private 
labels. Information on the extent of private 
labeling was obtained from a survey of all re-
tailers with 11 or more stores and all voluntary 
and cooperative wholesalers, and a sample of 
independent wholesalers. A total of 579 ques-
tionnaires was used. A major finding was that 
less than 25 percent of total sales were from 
private brands. 

Data on the extent and importance of private 
label products are based on respondents' esti-
mates of the percentage of total dollar sales 
for the preceding year, less fresh meat, pro-
duce, and products usually defined as nonfoods, 
that are accounted for by private labels. Esti-
mates were also used to obtain the percentage 
of the total number of items included in this 
category which were carried under private label. 
Questions can always be raised about the accu-
racy of estimates because most food distributors 
do not maintain information on dollar sales by 
major food items. Time limitations, combined 
with the difficulty of getting responses, appear 
to have ruled out any attempt to obtain such 
detailed information. Another limitation is the 
omission of the private label practices of chains 
with fewer than 11 stores and single-store 
operators. 

Part II of the private label study develops 
data on retail pricing, merchandising, and 
profitability for a group of 13 major product 
categories. Data on warehouse movements and 
prices were supplied for divisions or total oper-
ations of 11 food chains. Movement data were 
provided by items during a 12-week period. 
Information on shelf facings, shelf location, and 
use of special displays was obtained by observa-
tional audits made in a sample of 195 stores 
covering the 11 chain organizations providing 
movement data. Despite inherent problems in 
translating warehouse movement into retail 
movement, particularly when price specials are 
involved, this part of the study presents in-
teresting and definitive information on relative 
prices, margin, profitability, and movement of 
nationally advertised and private label products 
in retail organizations having substantial sales. 
Of particular interest is the manner in which 
retailers use private label products for price 
specials. This part of the study provides the  

best quantitative measure of the comparative 
performance of nationally advertised and priv 
label products. 

Part III of the private label study deals with 
consumers' attitudes toward private and ad-
vertised brands. Information was drawn from 
two surveys, both involving interviews with a 
probability sample of the U.S. adult population. 
One of the surveys, not specifically performed 
for the Commission, was not confined to food 
but covered a broad spectrum of consumer 
goods; it reported women's attitudes toward 
particular brands. The second survey, however, 
was directed specifically to learning how a 
sample of adults felt about various types of 
brands of food. Apparently, most women do not 
understand the distinction between private label 
and national brand products. However, a large 
percentage of the U.S. adult population thinks 
that people buy well-known brands because of 
the belief that they are better. 

From a research standpoint, the private label 
study is undoubtedly the most important paper 
in Technical Report No. 10. It is difficult to 
summarize because of the varying qualifications 
that attach to the findings. However, the author's 
interpretation and a sizable amount of data do 
provide new information about an important ad' 
of food marketing. Unfortunately, the paper do 
not attempt to develop information on trends in 
growth of private label products. 

The second paper in Technical Report No. 10 
deals with the often-discussed question as to 
whether food prices are greater in low-income 
areas than in higher income areas. According 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics which con-
ducted the study for the Commission, there are 
"no significant differences in prices charged 
by food stores located in low-income areas 
versus those charged by stores in higher income 
areas when the same types of stores, the same 
qualities of foods, and the same size of packages 
are compared." But small independent stores, 
which usually charge higher prices, are more 
common in low-income neighborhoods. Also, 
patrons in low-income areas tend to purchase 
certain items in smaller sizes at higher unit 
costs. The data were gathered from 180 stores--
15 in low-income areas and 15 in higher income 
areas in each of six cities. Eighteen different 
foods, selected because of their impor-
tance in the expenditure pattern, their physical 
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characteristics, and their inclusion in the Con- 	enforcing the major regulatory statutes of the 

	

ee
er Price Index, were priced. The appear- 	food industry--the Department of Justice, the 

	

 of the stores, condition of products, credit 	Federal Trade Commission, and the U.S. De- 

	

extended, availability of food stamps, check 	partment of Agriculture. This paper provides 
cashing, and pilferage were also examined, 	information on the structure and operation, 

	

This study does not provide any significant 	formal actions, and general statistical informa- 

	

findings that were not already generally accepted 	tion for each agency. The paper concludes with 

	

among those knowledgeable in food retailing. It 	a section on food marketing problems which 

	

does serve a purpose, however, in providing 	arise as a result of collateral State regulation. 

	

factual information for those questioning retail 	This paper will be of most interest to the non- 

	

practices. It also points out the problem of high 	specialist. A long listing of actions taken by 

	

costs often associated with food retailing in 	U.S. agencies is provided for those interested 
low-income areas, 	 in the historical process of the development of 

	

The third paper in the report concerns the 	regulation. 

	

work of the three agencies responsible for 	 Robert E. Frye 
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